Is episodic obsessive compulsive disorder bipolar? A report of four cases.
Several reports have noted cases of OCD which were unusual in showing an abrupt remission. We report longitudinal clinical observation of four cases of acute onset OCD without major depression through a variety of treatments. These patients had prominent feelings of shamefulness; compared to patients with typical OCD they were ill for months rather than years and were older. Two had previous episodes of psychiatric illness with full recovery. Full and persistent recovery occurred in response to lithium or an acute course of ECT but not to tricyclic or SSRI antidepressants. The generalizability of these observations is limited by its uncontrolled nature and the small numbers. The courses observed were consistent with episodic OCD as a possible expression of bipolar disorder and consideration of corresponding treatments. This perspective offers a new rationale for reported observations of remissions of acute onset OCD in response to lithium without lithium effectiveness for typical OCD.